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CLARIFYING SHAMPOO
Deep - Cleansing
Remove all residues & impurities
Prepared for Smoothing Treatment.

DIRECTION :
KMETAXI CLARIFYING SHAMPOO is Specially
formulated to remove all residues and impurities
that cling to the hair shaft. After deep Cleansing,
Advanced time PH elevating technology then open
the cuticles and preparing hair to receive Professional
Treatment.

HOW TO USE...

120ml 400ml

1000ml

Apply to wet hair work evenly through hair.
From Roots to ends. Rines thoroughly.
Repeat if necessary.

KMETAXI
KERASMOOTH KERATIN TREATMENT is one of
the Safest treatment in the market. To
restructure, soften and release curls from hair.
Curl volume will be reduced, leaves hair
straighter and more manageable. That is
naturally absorbent and has no harmful
substances to straighten your hair. The unique
formula to straighten and strenghten your hair.
The unique formula infused with keratin and
Argan oil which can moisture and repair your
damaged hair to protect your amazing hair.
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Direction :

120ml 400ml
Damage Level
Severe damage
Medium damage
No damage

Centigrade

Iron Passes

193° to 210°
221
230°

5 to 7
7 to 10
10 to 15

*for daily care, use Modere Keratin Daily Care Shampoo and condition No damage

1000ml

KMETAXI
KERASMOOTH SHAMPOO
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DESCRIPTION :
KMETAXI Kerasmooth shampoo will gently
clean your hair while drenching it with keratin
proteins for improved

strength, shine and

manageability, formulated with keratin protein
extracts and infused with a light blend of
non-grasy oils it can provide lasting protection.
Guarantee to maintain the perfect smoothness
and long lasting eﬀect.

Direction :
Apply on to wet hair and scalp. Massage into
lather and rinse thoroughly. Following with
KMETAXI Kerasmooth Conditioner.

120ml

250ml

400ml

1000ml

KMETAXI
KERASMOOTH CONDITIONER
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DESCRIPTION :
KMETAXI Kerasmooth Conditioner is
Specially formalized with a moisture
replenishing system to infuse rich nutrition
to every hair shaft, making hair healthy and
shiny. Enhance smoothing & elasticity of
the hair and reduce breakage. Guarantee
to have perfect smoothness eﬀect and
longer lasting keratin treatment result.

DIRECTIONS :
Spread evenly on to wet hair. Massage
into hair after shampooing with KMETAXI
Kerasmooth Conditioner leave on hair for
1-2 minutes, rinse thoroughly.

120ml

250ml

400ml

1000ml
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ARGAN OIL
SMOOTH ACEITE DE ARGAN
Nourishes, Moisturises & Smoothes
for your Hair.
Descrip on
Argan Oil is a unique serum with instant absorp on into hair
and skin to create a beau ful shine and long term condi oning.
High in vitamin E and essen al fa y acids, can be instantly
absorbed an ‐oidant to the hair and skin and Provide
an ‐oxident to the hair and skin. Also protects again damage
from other environmental factors.
DIRECTIONS
Apply directly to hair and body, for details, Please check the
leaﬂet.

KMETAXI
STRAIGHTENING CREAM
KMETAXI Professional Hair Straightening Cream is
infused with organic silicone solvents that protect
and strengthen the hair. This product is an advanced
straightening treatment which has a special thermo
protect feature which not only gives you silky,
Smooth and Shiny hair, but it also protects your hair
against heat and harmful UV damage. It has rich oils,
Conditioners and moisturizers that keep your hair
healthy and deliver a smooth ﬁnish. This
straightening cream is ideal for all hair types. This
Super-easy-to -use cream is non-sticky and non-grasy.
You can achieve silk-straight and smooth hair and the
cream makes it feel weightless and light after using it.
This product needs expert knowledge so the result
may very based on expertise.

STRAIGHTENING NEUTRALIZER CREAM

After applying the straightening Cream and rinsing it
from the hair, towel dry well and apply the neutralizing
liuquid on all lengths. Wait about 15 minutes, then rinse
and wash the hair very thoroughly with shampoo with
acidic PH.
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SLEEK
ANTI-FRIZZ
SMOOTH & SHINE
NOURISHES, MOISTURISES
& SMOOTHES

DESCRIPTION
SLEEK ANTI-FRIZZ
It has antioxidant properties, which help prevent hair
aging, stimulate blood circulation and assist in hair
growth. Rich in amino acids that restore elasticity to
hair. Can be used daily.

DIRACTIONS
Apply on to wet hair and Scalp. Massage into lather
and rinse thoroughly. Following with SLEEK ANTI-FRIZZ
SHAMPOO.

KMETAXI

SLEEK
ANTI-FRIZZ
SMOOTH & SHINE
NOURISHES, MOISTURISES
& SMOOTHES

DESCRIPTION
SLEEK ANTI-FRIZZ
It has antioxidant properties, which help prevent hair
aging, stimulate blood circulation and assist in hair
growth. Rich in amino acids that restore elasticity to
hair. Can be used daily.
DIRECTIONS :
Apply on to wet hair and Scalp. Massage into lather and
rinse thoroughly. Following with Sleek Anti-frizz Shampoo.
Then apply Sleek anti- Frizz Conditioner 2-5 min on hair
and rinse.
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KMETAXI
KERATIN HAIR SPA
FOR DRY HAIR, PRONE DAMAGE
ENHANCES MANAGEABILITY
DESCRIPTION
Keratine Hair Spa is renowed to make your hair Shining,
Softer & Silky. Keratine Hair Spa that is helpful in hair
grow for women and men reduces split ends and gives
your hair long-lasting moisture and shine. REPAIRS
DAMAGED HAIR- Hair often breaks and becomes brittle
before it thins and falls out. This weakening can be
linked to lower collagen levels, too. Collagen
supplementation will strengthen the hair, ensuring that
it doesn't break and become brittle. This product is
Paraben free and Silicon free.
HOW TO USE...
For Special Conditioning Treatment apply Kmetaxi
Keratine Hair Spa Cream on the Hair and scalp then
allow it to penetrate for 15 minutes. Wearing an
aluminum Cap or Hot towel, Shampoo and rinse
thoroughly after. After Shampooing apply Kmetaxi
Keratine Hair Spa. Throughout wet/damp hair mainly in
the ends massaging. welltor 2 minutes rinse well.
FOR BEST RESULT APPLY REGULARLY.

KMETAXI

RESTORE THERAPY
Spilt ands Serum
for Damaged Hair
(with Argan Extract)
for Strong & Shiny Hair

DESCRIPTION
KMETAXI HAIR SERUM :
It is enriched with Vitamin E & Argan Oil which adds
shine, gives Glossy Reﬂection and Repair Dull and
Damaged Hair.
BENIFIT SERUM
Replenish lost proteins Locks moisture Gives smooth &
shiny hair Non greasy Non sticky Natural nutrition, No
side eﬀect Free from harmful chemicals 100% vegan.
HOW TO USE...
Distribute 1-2 Pumps in to the palms of your hands, then
apply evenly throughout your midlenghts ands.
FOR ALL HAIR TYPES
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